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ABOUT THE FAIRFAX CITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
The Fairfax City Economic Development Office (EDO) supports the priorities established by

the Mayor and City Council to advance economic development in the City of Fairfax. The

EDO Staff work hand-in-hand with the Economic Development Authority (EDA) to attract

strong businesses, participate in the development of strategies that create interesting places for

people and employers, and spearheads innovation by leveraging the benefits of the Mason

Enterprise Center (MEC) Fairfax, of which the EDA is a primary partner.

OUR VISION
We envision Fairfax City as one of the premier locations in Northern Virginia for business growth

and development, a place where companies, employers, and workers choose to invest, and where

their needs and expectations of a supportive, inclusive, and resilient city are met and exceeded.

OUR MISSION
The EDO’s Mission is to ensure Fairfax City is regionally, nationally, and globally competitive in

attracting, developing, and retaining enduring industries through intentional economic

development efforts in partnership with public, private, and non-profit partners.
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INTRODUCTION

The Fairfax Economic Development Office (EDO) plays an important, intentional role in improving

Fairfax City’s economic well-being and quality of life. The EDO works jointly with the Fairfax City

Economic Development Authority (EDA), an independent board supporting the work of the Mayor and

City Council while providing financial oversight of economic development programs and investments

in support of the EDO. This structure enables a broad range of activities to attract, develop, retain, and

expand businesses, promote jobs, and foster a resilient tax base and inclusive economy. As a non-

regulatory entity within city government, the EDO encourages growth, supporting partners in

Community Development & Planning, by directing investment where it is most effective and in line

with adopted city goals and policies.

PURPOSE

Washington D.C.-based Streetsense (the Consultant) was engaged to lead efforts toward creating a

dynamic five-year Strategic Workplan that informs staffing allocation, budget, investments, policy and

programming decisions, and critical next steps for the EDO to take toward reaching established vision

and goals, including those established in the 2020-2022 City Council Goals, the 2035 Comprehensive

Plan, as amended, and the recently adopted Northfax and Old Town Fairfax Small Area Plans.

PROCESS

The process included the following outreach and research intended to identify alignment with existing

established city goals and strategies to effectively focus EDO efforts and limited resources.

In addition to a site visit and one-on-one interviews with City Staff, including those from the

Economic Development Office, the City Manager, and the Director of Community Development and

Planning, the Consultant engaged relevant staff and an 18-member Advisory Committee consisting of

seasoned real estate development, marketing, and business professionals, city residents, and non-profit,

institutional, and government representatives at three virtual work sessions.

The final workplan recommendations were informed by a multi-phased process, starting with an

understanding of general post-pandemic realities and adopted goals in which the EDO is tasked with

meeting. This was followed by a diagnostic phase, including establishment of a common framework of

industry standard elements and nomenclature; followed by a gap analysis to discover explicit

connections and alignment between the EDO’s existing initiatives and programs and the 2035

Comprehensive Plan’s and recently adopted Small Area Plans’ actions and recommendations.

Lastly, an evaluation of existing EDO efforts and associated resources was conducted, including budget

and staffing. All findings were discussed with the Advisory Committee to ultimately shape the final

workplan recommendations.

OUTCOMES

The diagnostic confirmed that the EDO’s efforts and resources sharply pivoted in recent years to

prioritize COVID-19 pandemic recovery strategies to aid in existing business survival. The EDO’s

swift and effective efforts supported business stabilization across the city. With noted success and the

culmination of pandemic funding, the EDO is now poised to realign its efforts and resources with the

pre-pandemic city vision, EDO related goals, and post-pandemic realities. After ample stakeholder

discussions around diagnostic findings, the following workplan was created as a customized

compilation of prioritized strategic next steps that focuses limited EDO resources toward enabling a

stronger and enduring tax base while amplifying Fairfax City as a competitive place to do business.
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Fairfax City is in an advantageous post-pandemic position. A 2020 study by Upwork, which surveyed

over 20,000 Americans, revealed that major cities will see the biggest out-migration. It stated that

“anywhere from 14 to 23 million Americans are planning to move as a result of remote work…20.6%

of those planning to move are currently based in a major city… more than half are planning to move to

a house that is significantly more affordable and beyond daily or even weekly commuting distances”

(Economist Report: Remote Workers on the Move | Upwork). With relative proximity and access to

Washington D.C. and the greater Northern Virginia region, Fairfax City enjoys the associations of a big

city as well as the affordability and charm of a small city. As “work from anywhere” becomes the new

normal of the post-pandemic world, people may opt for a place like Fairfax City to reside and do

business.

Between 2010 and 2019, there was an increase of 380,000 jobs in the Washington-Arlington-

Alexandria MSA within the Professional and Business Services and Education and Health Services

sectors (Bureau of Labor Statistics, Moody’s Analytics). Post-pandemic trends suggest these sectors

and others, like Technology and Research and Life Sciences, will continue to prosper and support an

increasingly well-educated and highly-paid workforce. This will cause increased demand for housing

as well as adaptable or flex space in close proximity to amenities.

Inflation is affecting supply chain and labor costs and causing time delays with construction, making

the need for targeted aid for redevelopment, commercial improvements, and conversions important as

ever. Despite inflation, however, people are still spending. Ecommerce is prevalent, but brick-and-

mortar retail is not dead. Generally, there is now increased demand for more experiential retail, light

manufacturing/maker space, and food and beverage with elements of live entertainment and on-site

production as well as medical and veterinary services.

There is no better time than now for the EDO to consider these post-pandemic realities, build on its

successes and partnerships, and refocus its efforts and resources to encourage a competitive edge in

alignment with the city’s established vision and goals. The following section provides an overview of

the vision and goals, diagnostic analysis and findings, and stakeholder feedback, all of which serve as

the foundation from which the workplan guiding principles and recommendations were formed.
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DIAGNOSTIC OVERVIEW | INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Recent Fairfax City Successes

Source: Fairfax City Economic Development Office

Fairfax Circle

Draper’s, Old Town Fairfax

Mason Enterprise Center

Point 50, Northfax

https://www.upwork.com/press/releases/economist-report-remote-workers-on-the-move
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DIAGNOSTIC OVERVIEW | ESTABLISHED VISION & GOALS

The Economic Development Strategic Workplan outlined herein establishes a practical roadmap for

resource and budget allocation by the EDO that intentionally advances previously established vision

and goals as adopted by City Council, including the 2035 Comprehensive Plan and the Northfax and

Old Town Fairfax Small Area Plans as follows.

2020-2022 CITY COUNCIL GOALS

The 2020-2022 City Council goals are guided by a community vision established in the 2035

Comprehensive Plan. It states that in 2035, the City of Fairfax has a strong, sustainable economy

that supports a vibrant 21st century community. Naturally, the first of five Council goals is focused

expressly on economic development, as follows:

Goal 1: Create opportunities for economic development through partnerships, planning,

marketing, business recovery, recruitment, retention, expansion, and incubation that result in

a more diverse, balanced, and resilient economy; tax base growth above the regional average;

overall community affordability; and a business environment that supports the quality of life

that our community expects.

2035 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

The Fairfax City Comprehensive Plan is the official policy guide for future development related

decisions. It establishes the city-wide vision, high-level goals, outcomes, and actions. The following

Economic Vitality and Land Use goals directly relate to economic development. They reflect a

common objective to focus commercial/nonresidential investment along the city’s designated

Commercial Corridors and Activity Centers to limit vacancy, foster identity, and ultimately increase

nonresidential property value, as follows:

• Economic Vitality Goal 1: Increase the City’s ratio of commercial to residential real estate

– this goal aims to limit the burden on residential development by increasing value of existing

and new nonresidential properties.

• Economic Vitality Goal 2: Support diversification of the retail, services, and office sectors –

this goal mentions attracting destination-oriented and top-tier tenants and upgrading and

increasing Class A office space.

• Economic Vitality Goal 3: Transform the commercial corridors and activity centers – this

goal aims to increase branding and marketing of nonresidential areas.

• Laud Use Goal 1: Enhance Commercial Corridors – this goal encourages redevelopment and

support of existing retail businesses while also maintaining existing commercial property as

commercial.

• Laud Use Goal 2: Promote redevelopment in the City’s Activity Centers – this goal directs

concentrated residential mixed-use development at Activity Centers with increased multi-

modal connectivity and access.

NORTHFAX and OLD TOWN FAIRFAX SMALL AREA PLANS (SAPs)

The Small Area Plans are advised by the 2035 Comprehensive Plan and provide more specific guidance

for each of the five Activity Centers across the city. Here, specific departments are assigned to

individual implementation recommendations or tasks. The Kamp Washington SAP is in progress and

two are to be completed in the future.

Figure 2: Commercial Corridors and Activity Centers

Source: Fairfax City 2035 Comprehensive Plan
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DIAGNOSTIC OVERVIEW | FRAMEWORK

To perform a comparative diagnostic, EDOs programs were first classified using industry standard classifications, as per the International Economic Development Council (IEDC). This framework of EDO elements,

as presented in Figure 3, will also serve to structure subsequent workplan recommendations, including those related to staffing, such as job descriptions and professional development and training opportunities, and

budget allocation.

The framework is organized into two main categories: Administration and Functions. Administration elements, including Marketing, Operations, and Partnerships, require robust and reliable internal infrastructure as

they are the behind-the-scenes support that keeps all EDO efforts properly and effectively functioning, daily. EDO Functions include the elements of Real Estate Development and Reuse, Business Attraction and

Development, Business Retention and Expansion, Place-Based Strategies, and Special Initiatives. These elements include tactical strategies and programs in line with the outlined descriptions.

EDO Administration

Limited Time Efforts

Marketing
Administrative communications tasks for the purposes 

of promoting and achieving all EDO efforts.

Partnerships
Maintenance and development of important 

organizational relationships to achieve all EDO efforts.

Operations
Day-to-day administrative and executive functions 

keeping the EDO properly functioning. 

Place-Based Strategies
Real Estate 

Development & Reuse Special Initiatives
Business Attraction & 

Development
Business Retention & 

Expansion

On-going Efforts

EDO Functions

Efforts to encourage firms from 

outside their communities to locate 

headquarters or other operations 

within their jurisdiction. – IEDC

Systematic efforts designed to keep 

local companies' content at their 

present locations which includes 

helping companies cope with 

changing economic conditions and 

internal company problems. - IEDC

Creative placemaking animates 

public and private spaces, 

rejuvenates structures and 

streetscapes, improves local business 

viability and public safety, and brings 

diverse people together to celebrate, 

inspire, and be inspired. – IEDC

Supportive efforts toward 

redevelopment or reuse of a building, 

site, or area, including, but not limited 

to, locating and marketing opportunity 

areas and compiling incentives.

Limited time efforts initiated to 

catalyze greater change overall.

Figure 3: Workplan Framework

Source: International Economic Development Council (IEDC), Streetsense
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DIAGNOSTIC OVERVIEW | GAP ANALYSIS
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Figure 6: EDO Effort Alignment with 2035 Comprehensive Plan & SAPs
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Figure 4: Existing EDO Efforts

An analysis of the alignment between existing EDO efforts and EDO-assigned tasks within each

element was also performed. While the EDO strives to fulfill all Comprehensive Plan and SAP EDO-

assigned actions, only a portion of current EDO efforts primarily, or directly, align with tasks outlined

in the Comprehensive Plan and SAPs. For instance, the EDO’s efforts toward assembling incentives

packages and distributing City Connected Grants primarily, or directly, fulfills the Comprehensive

Plan’s recommended action to attract new commercial businesses and “top-tier” tenants. The remaining

EDO efforts secondarily, partially or indirectly, align with the needs of the Comprehensive Plan and

SAPs, as seen in Figure 6. Secondary alignment occurs mostly when the EDO spends resources to

fulfill a Comprehensive Plan or SAP action that requires a regulatory or out of scope function of a

typical EDO. For example, within the Real Estate Development and Reuse element, the assignment to

coordinate with employers to encourage non-single-occupant vehicle commuting travel is out of scope

for a typical EDO and could be addressed through a regulatory approval process.

In general, this analysis revealed where the EDO is currently fulfilling Comprehensive Plan and SAP

needs as well as a number of secondarily aligned efforts that should be reevaluated against established

goals, post-pandemic realities, and industry best practices.

Using the established framework, a gap analysis was performed to understand alignment between the

EDO’s FY2022-23 efforts and the 2035 Comprehensive Plan’s and recently adopted Small Area Plans’

recommended actions. While the Comprehensive Plan and SAPs were adopted prior to the COVID-19

pandemic, the EDO evaluated efforts are from the past pandemic encumbered year.

FINDINGS

Of the 333 total Comprehensive Plan and SAP recommended actions, 70, or 21%, are assigned to the

EDO, whether as a lead or in support of other city departments. Of the 70 EDO-assigned actions, 20,

or 29%, are solely assigned to the EDO. This means a significant number of mandated actions meant to

fulfil the established vision and goals are the sole or shared responsibility of the EDO. Where two or

more departments are assigned, collaboration is expected.

The 70 EDO-assigned actions and EDO efforts were broken down by framework element, as seen

below. Figure 4 reveals where the EDO currently spends its resources, with a majority on Marketing,

Place-Based Strategies, Special Initiatives, Business Attraction and Development, and Business

Retention and Expansion, all elements closely related to pandemic recovery. Figure 5 indicates areas

where the Comprehensive Plan and SAPs need the EDO to spend its resources to fulfil the established

vision and goals. The top three are Real Estate Development and Reuse, Special Initiatives, and

Business Attraction and Development. To-date, the EDO has not focused many efforts on Real Estate

Development and Reuse.
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Using the established framework and industry standard nomenclature, a resource assessment of the

EDO’s staffing and budget was performed to understand where existing resources are dedicated or fall

short.

FINDINGS: STAFFING

EDO staff hours were evaluated as Full-Time Equivalent (FTE), which measures position hours. For

example, one full-time position at 40 hours per week equals one FTE, and one part-time position at 20

hours per week equals 0.5 FTE. This approach highlights the number of employee hours available to

fulfill required tasks, rather than number of people considering individuals may be hired for differing

per week hours. At the start of this process, the EDO’s staff, including three full-time and one part-time

Council funded positions from the general fund and three part-time EDA funded positions, totaled

5.125 FTE or 205 employee hours per week, not including overtime hours.* EDA funded positions are

authorized through its budget when it is determined additional temporary positions are warranted.

Even with the additional EDA funded positions, existing staff resources are relatively low for an EDO

with responsibilities of the type and scale outlined in the Comprehensive Plan.

Figure 7 indicates that Operations, Place-Based Strategies, and Marketing receive the most staff hours,

and Real Estate Development and Reuse, Business Attraction and Development, and Partnerships all

tied for the least number of dedicated staff hours. This breakdown highlights the significant staffing

required for Operations that keep the EDO functioning well, daily. It also indicates that Place-Based

Strategies require a significant number of staff hours to execute related efforts. Many place-based

events and programs require tremendous coordination and weeks or months of advanced planning. In

most cases, individual staff are spreading their effort and expertise among multiple elements. Further,

EDA funded positions are currently largely funded through ARPA grants, which are ending shortly,

affecting Place-Based Strategies, Business Retention & Expansion, and Business Attraction &

Development staffing.

FINDINGS: BUDGET

The EDO budget at the start of this process was also broken down by the established framework as

seen in Figure 8. The highest percent of the budget is allocated to Business Retention & Expansion and

Business Attraction & Development. Much of the funding related to pandemic recovery is now no

longer available or will soon end, affecting Place-Based Strategies, Business Retention & Expansion,

and Business Attraction & Development efforts. The least percent of the budget is allocated to Real

Estate Development & Reuse, Partnerships, and Special Initiatives.
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DIAGNOSTIC OVERVIEW | RESOURCE ASSESSMENT

Figure 7: Existing EDO Staff  (5.125 FTE, total)
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Figure 8: Existing EDO Budget
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* During the workplan development effort, an additional Council authorized full-time employee was 

hired increasing the EDO employee count to four full-time and one part-time Council funded positions.
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DIAGNOSTIC OVERVIEW | CONCLUSIONS

CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

Nearly a quarter of Comprehensive Plan and SAP 

recommended actions are assigned to a small EDO.

Pandemic recovery funding is ending soon for several 

prioritized Place-Based Strategies, Business Retention and 

Expansion, and Business Attraction and Development 

programs and staffing.

33% of EDO-assigned actions from the Comprehensive Plan 

and SAPs are Real Estate Development and Reuse related, 

but current EDO staffing and budget are limited.

With some adjustments, there is EDO capacity to realign 

efforts and resources with Comprehensive Plan and SAP 

actions related to Real Estate Development and Reuse and 

Business Attraction and Development, two elements  

expressing high EDO need.

With pandemic recovery assistance ending soon, the EDO is 

poised to reprioritize efforts and resources where they can 

provide the most value in a post-pandemic environment.

Reorganization using the industry standard framework allows 

the EDO to create industry recognized positions, find IEDC 

and other industry-related trainings, and discover relevant 

programs and case studies with quick searches.
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In addition to one-on-one interviews with city staff, an 18-member Advisory Committee and relevant

city staff were engaged at three virtual work sessions. The Consultant presented findings at each stage

of a three-part process and facilitated discussion and feedback. Feedback emphasized the EDO’s

success in supporting local, small, and homegrown businesses and recommended expansion and

equitable distribution of resources. Stakeholders recommended focusing on enduring industry sectors

that will add value to the city long term and suggested supporting redevelopment and property

improvement efforts at strategic moments in the planning, application, review, and approval phases.

They also stressed the importance of and large amount of resources required of marketing efforts to

ensure relevant information and resources are readily and easily accessible for investment to flourish.

Finally, there was positive feedback about the place-based events and programs the EDO has

supported, led, and executed over the years. It is significant to note that several partners in attendance

expressed a willingness and eagerness to take on more of a leadership role, which unlocks EDO

capacity for other priorities.

The following is a synthesis of stakeholder feedback gathered throughout the process organized by

framework element and used to inform the subsequent guiding principles and workplan

recommendations.

GENERALLY

• The workplan should be evergreen yet specific enough to act on in the near term

MARKETING

• Strengthen marketing of the city and Activity Centers’ unique position and offerings

• EDO programs, initiatives, and resources need more marketing/exposure

PARTNERSHIPS

• Leverage local and regional partnership more

OPERATIONS

• Define what success looks like and how to measure it

14

STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK

BUSINESS ATTRACTION AND DEVELOPMENT

• Focus on promising industries/ sectors, including technology and government

• Focus on “hub” uses that encourage ecosystem of  complimentary uses

BUSINESS RETENTION AND EXPANSION

• Develop & retain homegrown businesses

• Consider that small businesses are more nuanced than 500 employees or less

REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT AND REUSE

• Foster relationships with the development community and staff

• Identify priority sites for redevelopment, reuse, and conversions 

• Consider that redevelopment of commercial property requires a residential component to 

make financial sense

• Office space need is down while rents of older office space remain high; office conversions 

should be considered

• Help with property consolidation

• Help to myth bust the “no growth” mentality

• Influence the tenant mix in new development

BUSINESS ATTRACTION AND DEVELOPMENT, BUSINESS RETENTION

AND EXPANSION, and REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT AND REUSE RELATED

• Define what businesses want/ need to move to, build in, remain in Fairfax City

• Continue helpful incentives, grants, and activation programs and introduce new incentives, 

grants & funding sources

• The size of business and/or project matters in terms of needed assistance 

• Distribute funding effectively and equitably

• Retailers need smaller spaces post-pandemic 

PLACE-BASED STRATEGIES

• Art is a powerful tool in creating a sense of place and should be continued

• Events have been successful and should be continued with more support                             

from partners
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WORKPLAN | GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Moving forward, in partnership with other agencies and organizations, the EDO should strengthen its

resources to ensure Fairfax City remains competitive by adhering to the following guiding

principles:

1. Reorganize the EDO’s structure, resources, and staff to align with widely accepted

industry specializations, which communicates clarity of roles within the EDO as well

as to other departments and agencies outside of the EDO; offers internal workflow

efficiency; and eases searches for case studies, programs, grants, and incentives.

2. Emphasize and bolster resources for Real Estate Development and Reuse and

Marketing to amplify leasing, business expansion, and redevelopment opportunities.

3. Focus on business attraction within promising sectors and business incubation and

retention of homegrown businesses within Fairfax City.

4. Unlock needed internal capacity by relying on partnerships and embracing an

intermediary and support role for other organizations as they transition to leaders of

select effective place-based and business retention efforts and events.

Following these guiding principles are workplan recommendations organized by the established

framework elements. Each element is accompanied by an over-arching strategy, one to eight specific

initiatives, as well as actions, known partners from outside the city, and helpful city and EDO staff to

aid in initiative execution.
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WORKPLAN | AT-A-GLANCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Strategies

1. Marketing 2. Operations 3. Partnerships
4. Real Estate 

Development & 
Reuse

5. Business 
Attraction & 

Development

6. Business 
Retention & 
Expansion

7. Place-Based 
Strategies

8. Special 
Initiatives

Amplify in-house 
administrative 

communications 
functions and skillsets for 

purposes of promoting 
and achieving all EDO 

efforts.

Maintain strong 
executive leadership and 

instill day-to-day 
operations best practices 

that ensure a properly 
and efficiently run EDO.

Foster important 
organizational 

relationships, locally, 
regionally, and nationally, 

to leverage economic 
development 

opportunities benefiting 
all parties and the city as 

a whole.

Support efforts toward 
redevelopment or reuse 

of a building, site, or area, 
and collaborating 
frequently with 

applicants, prospective 
tenants, and other city 

departments throughout 
the development process.

Focus increased yet 
limited-time efforts and 

resources on strategically 
important and high 

priority initiatives that 
advance city-wide 

economic development 
goals.

Expand efforts to 
encourage firms from 

prioritized sectors from 
outside Fairfax City to 

locate headquarters or 
other operations within 
Fairfax City, and foster 

development and 
retention of homegrown 
businesses in Fairfax City. 

Design systematic efforts 
to keep local businesses 
content at their present 

locations, or a new 
location within the city. 

Pivot from playing all 
roles required of place-

based strategies to one of 
intermediary and support 
of partners in providing 

creative placemaking 
features and events for 

public and private spaces. 

1.1 Hire one full-time 
marketing staff 

1.2 Develop a 
Comprehensive 
Marketing Plan

1.3 Prioritize marketing 
guidance/collateral for 

EDO efforts

1.4 Develop and maintain 
EDO website

1.5 Enable non-profits to 
take on neighborhood 
marketing, over time

2.1 Regularly 
communicate progress of 

EDO efforts

2.2 Provide business 
tracking for metric-based 

evaluations

2.3 Efficiently budget 
EDO and EDA activities, 
grants, and programs

2.4 Efficiently manage 
EDO contracts, grants

2.5 Maintain a safe, 
hospitable, and equitable 

work environment

2.6 Continue EDA 
meeting & Commissioner 

management

2.7 Continue lease and 
property management of 

EDA-owned properties

2.8 Update job 
descriptions to be in line 

with framework

Initiatives*
3.1 Continue 

maintaining/leveraging 
partnership

3.3 Strengthen 
partnership with GMU 

3.4 Facilitate creation of 
collective incubation 

infrastructure

3.5 Collaborate with city 
staff on future planning 

efforts affecting ED

4.1 Create/maintain 
internal database of 

available, promising sites

4.2 Identify highest and 
best use for city and EDA-

owned sites

4.4 Create 
predevelopment funding 

grant 

4.5 Continue/ expand 
property improvement 

incentives

4.7 Provide one 
dedicated staff to actions 

in this element

5.1 Continue seeking 
businesses/headquarters 

in prioritized sectors

5.2 Continue/ expand 
resources for site 

selection and tours

5.3 Continue/ expand 
incentives for relocation 

to Fairfax City

5.4 Continue support 
for/coordination with 

MEC & other incubation

5.5 Continue with at least 
one dedicated staff & 
add as programs grow

6.1 Reassess post-
pandemic business needs

6.2 Prioritize effectively 
proven Shop Local Efforts

6.3 Discover expansion 
and site selection needs 

for targeted sectors

6.4 Ensure equitable 
distribution of property 
improvement incentives

6.5 Continue with at least 
one dedicated staff & 
add as programs grow

7.1 Embolden trusted 
groups with leadership of 
successful efforts/ events

8.1 Evaluate need/ 
formation of a Northfax

BID

8.2 Provide case 
manager/liaison to 

applicants

8.3 Add special projects, 
as needed and as 
resources allow

3.2 Support partners in 
retention, expansion,  

attraction & development

4.3 Identify underutilized 
properties needing 

investment/ redevelopment

4.6 Contribute more to 
Comprehensive and SAP 

planning processes

7.2 Consider place-based 
strategies, as needed and 

as resources allow

* Listed initiatives are paraphrased. The full

text is presented in the following pages.
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1. MARKETING

Strategy

Amplify in-house administrative 

communications functions and skillsets 

for purposes of promoting and 

achieving all EDO efforts. 1.1
INITIATIVE: Hire at least one dedicated full time experienced marketing staff with advanced graphics, 
communications, and digital media skills related to economic development.

ACTIONS: Advertise for qualifications including a degree in communications or related subject as well as 
a minimum of five years professional experience in an economic development agency, business 
improvement district, or similar. This individual should need little to no help with advanced writing, 
graphics, and digital applications/software.

1.2
INITIATIVE: Develop a comprehensive marketing plan for the EDO to be executed by in-house marketing 
staff.

ACTIONS: Establish standard operating procedures (SOP) and marketing best practices in line with the 
EDO's general marketing needs for all EDO related efforts. The plan should include, at a minimum, 
content, process, and time requirements involved in the planning, creation, and execution of all forms 
of potential marketing efforts. This guidance should serve as a foundation from which in-house 
marketing collaboration may occur. 

Recommendations

18

Immediate

(1 year)

Between 

$50k-$150k

Short Term

(1-2 years)

Below 

$50k

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: N/A
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Operations Staff

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: N/A
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: All EDO Staff
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1.3
INITIATIVE: Prioritize providing on-going marketing guidance and collateral for all EDO efforts.

ACTIONS: Using the marketing plan as a guide, regularly collaborate with EDO staff on appropriate and 
effective marketing approaches and best practices toward promoting opportunities in Fairfax City for 
various audiences. Marketing efforts may include, but are not limited to:

1) Managing, coordinating, and creating marketing materials for promotional events and initiatives, 
including, but not limited to, new business ribbon cuttings, welcome events, and FOX5 “In Your Town” 
Camera at Old Town Square. 

2) Creating marketing materials for business attraction and networking events, including, but not limited 
to, industry and sector specific conferences. 

3) Creating marketing materials for GMU Connection initiatives, including Explore Fairfax City and GMU 
Homecoming. 

4) Creating and regularly updating website materials highlighting Fairfax City offerings on the EDO 
website, including, but not limited to, highlighted properties for lease/sale and up-to-date contact 
information. 

Short Term

(1-2 years)

Below 

$50k

1. MARKETING

Strategy

Amplify in-house administrative 

communications functions and skillsets 

for purposes of promoting and 

achieving all EDO efforts.

19

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Media Outlets, Businesses, George Mason University (GMU), Mason Enterprise 
Center (MEC), and other Trusted Partners 
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: All EDO Staff, Fairfax City Communications & Marketing Office

Recommendations
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1.4
INITIATIVE: Coordinate with a website consultant on the development of the EDO website and regularly 
maintain/update the website.

ACTIONS: Ensure the website includes relevant statistics and facts, including demographics, spending 
potential, selected for lease/sale properties, as well as available incentives, programs, and contacts for 
future tenants, developers, and investors when considering a Fairfax City location. Include a searchable 
database connecting businesses with services (i.e., banks, accounting firms, law firms, construction 
companies, etc.) and other opportunities. Include lead generation software that quickly and accurately 
directs inquires to the right staff. 

Recommendations

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Influential members of the business and services community
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: All EDO Staff

1. MARKETING

Strategy

Amplify in-house administrative 

communications functions and skillsets 

for purposes of promoting and 

achieving all EDO efforts.

20

Immediate

(1 year)

Between 

$50k-$150k

Case Study: Charlotte Regional Business Alliance

Charlotte, North Carolina

Case Study: Marion Economic Development 

Corporation

Marion, Iowa

https://charlotteregion.com/
https://www.medcoiowa.org/
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1.5
INITIATIVE: Assist/support non-profits, like the Old Town Fairfax Business Association and the Central 
Fairfax Chamber of Commerce, in promoting neighborhoods and the city with a goal of enabling such 
organizations to become self-sustaining in terms of marketing tasks over time.

ACTIONS: Continue awarding Neighborhood Development Grants for marketing purposes. Coordinate 
with OTFBA on a reasonable duration for assistance and support and provide structured guidance based 
on the level of need indicated.

Recommendations

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Active non-profit organizations within Fairfax City with adequate organizational 
capacity
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Operations Staff

1. MARKETING

Strategy

Amplify in-house administrative 

communications functions and skillsets 

for purposes of promoting and 

achieving all EDO efforts.

21

Short Term

(1-2 years)

Below 

$50k

Case Study: Downtown Activation 

Event Grants

Downtown Memphis Commission, Memphis, TN

The Downtown Memphis Commission offers

Downtown Activation Grants to people

interested in providing outdoor events/

activations with art, music, and other

community-related elements in public and

highly visible spaces in the downtown area. The

grants essentially enables people to execute on

unique ideas that help celebrate the area and

encourages people to visit downtown.

https://downtownmemphis.com/experience-downtown/events/event-grant-recipients/
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2.1
INITIATIVE: Communicate progress of the EDO's efforts regularly to boards/commissions/council, 
stakeholders, investors, and the public.

ACTIONS: The EDO should create an annual, quarterly, or semi-regular data-driven report that 
summarizes the EDO's activities, outcomes, and successes. Consider establishing Specific, Measurable, 
Achievable, Realistic, and Timely (SMART) Goals inline with the actions and steps within this workplan 
to highlight within the report. 

2.2
INITIATIVE: Provide comprehensive business tracking that will aid in metric-based program and grant 
evaluation.

ACTIONS: Create best practices around business data gathering/collection, analysis, and reporting by 
industry sector. Use Bludot, Customer Relations Management (CRM), or similar services, as appropriate, 
to engage businesses proactively and comprehensively and with built-in response ease for the business. 
Ensure there is an in-house subject matter expert (SME) to execute established best practices.

Between 

$50k-$150k

Below 

$50k

OPERATIONS

Strategy

Maintain strong executive leadership 

and instill day-to-day operations best 

practices that ensure a properly and 

efficiently run EDO.

22

Immediate

(1 year)

Short Term

(1-2 years)

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: N/A
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: ALL EDO Staff

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Non-Profit Partners

SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Business Attraction & Development and Business Retention & Expansion 
Staff

Recommendations
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Long Term

(3+ Years)

Below 

$50k

2.3
INITIATIVE: Ensure efficient budgeting for all EDO and EDA activities, grants, and programs as aligned 
with work plan actions and the city budget.

ACTIONS: Establish budgeting standard operations procedures (SOPs) for spending, tracking, and 
reporting EDO and EDA finances. Use a central accounting program for all EDO and EDA activities, 
grants, and programs. Ideally, account tracking will be managed by an in-house subject matter 
budgeting expert in coordination with the EDA Treasurer.

2.4
INITIATIVE: Maintain consistent and efficient management of all EDO contracts, grants, and programs.

ACTIONS: Standardize to the greatest extent feasible contract, grant, and program management, and 
assign management tasks to individual expert staff.

Below 

$50k

OPERATIONS

Strategy

Maintain strong executive leadership 

and instill day-to-day operations best 

practices that ensure a properly and 

efficiently run EDO.

Recommendations

23

Immediate

(1 year)

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: N/A
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: ALL EDO Staff, Fairfax City Chief Financial Officer, Fairfax City Finance 
Department

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Fairfax City Economic Development Authority (EDA) budget managers and 
treasurer
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: ALL EDO Staff, Fairfax City Finance Department
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2.5
INITIATIVE: Maintain a safe, hospitable, and equitable work environment for all EDO employees.

ACTIONS: Establish and execute human resources best practices; create welcoming, information-rich, 
and easy to use on-boarding materials; establish a hybrid work policy that works for the EDO team; and 
efficiently manage the physical and virtual work environment in an equitable manner.

2.6
INITIATIVE: Continue Fairfax City Economic Development Authority (EDA) meeting and Commissioner 
management.

ACTIONS: Prepare all EDA meeting materials and document meeting minutes. Recruit Commissioners 
for the EDA Board, as needed. Involve marketing staff, as appropriate, for advertisement. 

Below 

$50k

Immediate

(1 year)

Below 

$50k

OPERATIONS

Strategy

Maintain strong executive leadership 

and instill day-to-day operations best 

practices that ensure a properly and 

efficiently run EDO.

Recommendations

24

Immediate

(1 year)

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: N/A
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: ALL EDO Staff

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: EDA
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Marketing Staff
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2.7
INITIATIVE: Continue lease oversight and/or property management of EDA-owned properties, including, 
but not limited to Mason Enterprise Center (MEC) and Draper’s.

ACTIONS: Maintain and execute all lease agreements and property management responsibilities with 
legal council assistance, where needed. 

2.8 
INITIATIVE: Update job descriptions to be in line with the workplan framework and outlined tasks.

ACTIONS: Using described actions and steps in this workplan, draft job clear descriptions for all existing 
and new EDO employees. Due to the interconnectedness of functions, some job descriptions may 
include functions pertinent to multiple elements. 

Below 

$50k

Immediate

(1 year)

Below 

$50k

OPERATIONS

Strategy

Maintain strong executive leadership 

and instill day-to-day operations best 

practices that ensure a properly and 

efficiently run EDO.

Recommendations

25

Immediate

(1 year)

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: EDA, GMU, MEC, and other tenants
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: N/A

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: N/A
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: Fairfax City Human Resources Office
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3.1
INITIATIVE: Continue maintaining and leveraging partnerships to foster a robust network of connections 
and local opportunities.

ACTIONS: Regularly meet on a standing basis, with mentioned groups to facilitate knowledge of the 
EDO's purpose, role, and functions; to understand each others' interests and goals; and to collaborate 
on ways in which common goals may be achieved.

PARTNERSHIPS

Strategy

Foster important organizational 

relationships, locally, regionally, and 

nationally, to leverage economic 

development opportunities benefiting 

all parties and the city as a whole.

Recommendations

26

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Northern Virginia Economic Development Alliance, Virginia Economic 
Development Partnership, Central Fairfax Chamber of Commerce, George Mason University, Mason 
Enterprise Center (MEC), NOVALabs, City of Fairfax Schools, Northern Virginia Community College, Old 
Town Fairfax Business Association (OTFBA), and others.
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Operations Staff
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Immediate

(1 year)

3.2
INITIATIVE: Further embrace and support partners directly engaged in business retention, expansion, 
attraction, and development including, but not limited to, the Central Fairfax Chamber of Commerce, 
the Old Town Fairfax Business Association (OTFBA), and George Mason University (GMU).

ACTIONS: Regularly meet with mentioned partners around specific business retention, expansion, 
attraction, and development needs and decide appropriate roles in achieving common goals.

3.3
INITIATIVE: Strengthen relationship with George Mason University to ensure University spin-offs, 
students, and faculty know about and engage in local opportunities. 

ACTIONS: The EDO should build upon existing partnership opportunities with GMU, including those 
within the Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship (CIE), the Mason Enterprise Center (MEC), the 
School of Business, and Athletics. Regularly meet with GMU entities to ensure each other are aware of 
and acting in good faith toward reaching common goals. 

More specifically, evaluate whether there is interest to create a Local Development Corporation (LDC) 
between the city and George Mason that could potentially provide aid to university spin-offs and 
homegrown businesses through the MEC. If enduring interest and capacity exists for both partners, 
pursue the effort as a Special Initiative. 

Below 

$50k

Below 

$50k

PARTNERSHIPS

Strategy

Foster important organizational 

relationships, locally, regionally, and 

nationally, to leverage economic 

development opportunities benefiting 

all parties and the city as a whole.

Recommendations

27

Immediate

(1 year)

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Central Fairfax Chamber of Commerce, GMU, OTFBA, and other trusted partners 
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: All EDO Staff

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: GMU
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Operations, Real Estate Development & Reuse, and Business Attraction 
& Development Staff
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Short Term

(1-2 years)

3.4
INITIATIVE: Bring together voices of GMU, the MEC, NOVALabs, and the EDO to create a collective 
network of business incubation infrastructure that ensures development and retention of homegrown 
businesses representing relevant sectors within Fairfax City and results in a more competitive city, 
overall.

ACTIONS: The EDO should act as facilitator bringing all parties together to define a business incubation 
structure, identify clear roles, identifies service providers (banks, accounting firms, law firms, 
construction companies, etc.), and an efficient way in which prospective businesses navigate through 
the network. 

3.5
INITIATIVE: Collaborate with other city departments on future Small Area Planning, Comprehensive 
Planning, and other large efforts potentially impacting local business attraction, development, 
retention, and/or expansion.

ACTIONS: Become aware of large, impactful planning efforts and, within an appropriate capacity, 
involve the EDO in the pre-planning and active planning phases to ensure the EDO is expressing a 
collective and consistent message to prospective businesses and informing a the EDO's role in execution 
of established goals and actions in policy documents. 

Below 

$50k

Below 

$50k

PARTNERSHIPS

Strategy

Foster important organizational 

relationships, locally, regionally, and 

nationally, to leverage economic 

development opportunities benefiting 

all parties and the city as a whole.

Recommendations

28

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: GMU, MEC, NOVALabs
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Operations and Business Attraction & Development Staff

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: N/A
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: All EDO Staff and Community Development & Planning Staff

Short Term

(1-2 years)
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4.1
INITIATIVE: Create and regularly maintain/ update a dynamic internal database of available, promising 
sites for tenant leasing and redevelopment.

ACTIONS: Coordinate with city staff to use existing GIS framework to easily inventory and sort available 
sites when inquiries arise. Consistently maintain a detailed attribute table for each entry to ensure 
accurate information is readily available. Develop a line of communication with property owners 
interested in leasing, selling, and/or redeveloping property. Work with EDO Marketing staff to display on 
the website a couple of promising sites at a time and incorporate a way to contact for more information 
on highlighted sites and other properties.

4.2
INITIATIVE: Identify highest and best uses and regularly market city and EDA-owned sites, including, but 
not limited to 10500 Fairfax Blvd. and the Amoco site.

ACTIONS: Evaluate zoning regulations and comprehensive plan vision for city and EDA-owned sites 
against market realities to determine highest and best use. This may require a market demand analysis 
by outside consultant. With the help of other EDO staff, advertise potential for each site regularly on the 
EDO website and through events and regularly meetings.

Below 

$50k

Below 

$50k

Recommendations

29

Immediate

(1 year)

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: N/A
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: Fairfax City IT Department, Fairfax City Community Development & Planning 
Staff, EDO Marketing 

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: EDA
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: All EDO Staff

Short Term

(1-2 years)

REAL ESTATE 
DEVELOPMENT & 
REUSE

Strategy

Support efforts toward redevelopment 

or reuse of a building, site, or area, 

including, but not limited to, locating 

available, promising development sites 

and collaborating frequently with 

applicants, prospective tenants, and 

other city departments throughout the 

development process.
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4.3
INITIATIVE: Identify underutilized properties in need of investment and/or redevelopment and develop 
site prioritization criteria for EDO resources. 

ACTIONS: Identify buildings across the city assessed at less than total property value. Develop site 
prioritization criteria that informs whether EDO efforts are warranted and helpful in change. Prioritize 
based on: 

1) Location – are they within the Activity Center or immediately adjacent? 

2) Condition - are they preventing adjacent properties from flourishing in some way? (i.e., are they a 
hold out or does its condition deter the market?) 

3) Potential for catalytic change - would they make a positive contribution to a potential redevelopment 
project in line with city goals if problems holding them back from change were proactively addressed? 
Potential problems could include: 

Once sites are prioritized, assess amount of reinvestment needed generally and decide the level of 
incentives appropriate to ignite change. Request this amount in future budget requests and look for 
grants and other programs that could help move these properties.

Below 

$50k

Recommendations

30

Immediate

(1 year)

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Property Owners and the Development Community
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: Fairfax City Community Development & Planning Staff

REAL ESTATE 
DEVELOPMENT & 
REUSE

Strategy

Support efforts toward redevelopment 

or reuse of a building, site, or area, 

including, but not limited to, locating 

available, promising development sites 

and collaborating frequently with 

applicants, prospective tenants, and 

other city departments throughout the 

development process.

• Easements or physical encumbrances - help owners visualize possibilities given space constraints. 
• Ownership and/or lot consolidation issues – regularly approach owners to understand issues and 

potential resolutions. 
• Infrastructure capacity and/or regulatory constraints - if either exist, bring issues to the table during 

the comprehensive plan update and SAP. 
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4.4
INITIATIVE: Create a predevelopment funding grant for planning, technical assistance and 
predevelopment activities for promising sites throughout the city to aid in attracting redevelopment in 
line with future tenant needs and city goals.

ACTIONS: Work closely with property owners to identify the most promising sites that require little 
regulatory oversight/approval processes. Develop application for funding and promote opportunity to 
property owners. On behalf of property owners, engage consultant to support necessary technical 
expertise and planning due diligence, which might include realistic development schematics, phasing, 
and proformas in line with existing zoning, comprehensive plan vision, and market realities. Tap into 
local CDFI to explore predevelopment funding partners (LISC and others), where applicable.

4.5
INITIATIVE: Continue and expand property improvement incentives to encourage redevelopment and 
reuse.

ACTIONS: Facilitate execution of property improvement programs, including facade improvement, 
tenant finish out and similar programs, and aid the applicant through relevant city processes. Explore 
implementation of the C-Pace Program, either individually or with a partnering jurisdiction. This is 
helpful for improving Class B and C office space to Class A office space or conversions to other uses as 
energy efficiency and clean systems are more and more a consumer expectation. Work with the City 
Manager’s office to develop larger incentives, like TIFs, for projects requiring heavy upfront costs, 
typically associated with infrastructure improvements. Work with Marketing staff to inform 
development community and property owners of available incentives.

Between 

$50k-$150k

Above 

$150k

Recommendations

31

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Property Owners
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Operations Staff

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Neighboring Jurisdictions with Approved C-Pace Program
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: Fairfax City Manager's Office, EDO Business Retention & Expansion, Business 
Attraction & Development, and Marketing Staff

REAL ESTATE 
DEVELOPMENT & 
REUSE

Strategy

Support efforts toward redevelopment 

or reuse of a building, site, or area, 

including, but not limited to, locating 

available, promising development sites 

and collaborating frequently with 

applicants, prospective tenants, and 

other city departments throughout the 

development process.

Short Term

(1-2 years)

Long Term

(3+ Years)
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4.6
INITIATIVE: Become a larger contributor to the Small Area Planning process for individual Activity 
Centers as well as future Comprehensive Plan update.

ACTIONS: Ensure market demand and tax gap analysis is considered during land use recommendation 
development, not as a recommendation of the plan. This will help guide land use policy through the 
creation of recommendations for changes to zoning, for example, to allow uses where demand exists or 
is projected. Office space conversions, for example, may be justified or debunked from a tax base 
perspective. Provide insight on individual properties with promise for redevelopment and/or reuse and 
collaborate with city staff on strategies around these sites as catalytic investments. If there is focus on a 
few strategic places, the value will be more easily and organically transferred, especially if coupled with 
public investment to infrastructure, as mandated through the comprehensive plan update and/or Small 
Area Plans. Embed projects requiring physical infrastructure improvements, like Patriot’s Path, into the 
comprehensive plan and Small Area Plans, to more appropriately affiliated departments like the Public 
Works and Transportation Departments.

4.7 INITIATIVE: Provide at least one dedicated staff to actions within this element.

ACTIONS: Ensure the individual assigned to these tasks has a background in property development and/ 
or planning and can adequately link and distill property development constraints and opportunities 
among EDO staff, city staff in other relevant departments, and the development community. 

Between 

$50k-$150k

Long Term

(3+ Years)

Short Term

(1-2 years)

Recommendations

32

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: N/A
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: Fairfax City Community Development & Planning Staff

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: N/A
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Operations Staff

REAL ESTATE 
DEVELOPMENT & 
REUSE

Strategy

Support efforts toward redevelopment 

or reuse of a building, site, or area, 

including, but not limited to, locating 

available, promising development sites 

and collaborating frequently with 

applicants, prospective tenants, and 

other city departments throughout the 

development process.

Below 

$50k
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5.1
INITIATIVE: Continue seeking businesses and headquarters within prioritized sectors, including Health 
and wellness/ life sciences, tech and research, creative/innovation, hospitality, and retail.

ACTIONS: EDO Director and/or designee should regularly attend industry events, such as Northern 
Virginia EDA, NRA, and ICSC, and travel to inform a relocation attempt and/or negotiation. Evaluate 
whether there is interest to create a Local Development Corporation (LDC) between the city and George 
Mason University that could potentially provide aid to university spin-offs and homegrown businesses 
through the MEC. 

5.2
INITIATIVE: Continue and expand resources for site selection and tours.

ACTIONS: Continue using CoStar to aid in the inventory of available space and sites. Coordinate with 
Real Estate Development and Reuse staff to organize and maintain a database of available, promising 
sites. Host regularly scheduled site tours (at least quarterly) for interested parties, and work with 
Marketing staff to advertise tours.

Below 

$50k

Immediate

(1 year)

Below 

$50k

Recommendations

33

Immediate

(1 year)

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: GMU, MEC
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Operations and Marketing Staff

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Property Owners
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Operations, Marketing, and Real Estate Development  & Reuse Staff

BUSINESS 
ATTRACTION & 
DEVELOPMENT

Strategy

With expert knowledge of industry 

needs and an understanding of the 

unique ecosystem of land uses in and 

envisioned for a certain Fairfax City 

area/district, the EDO should expand 

efforts to encourage firms from 

prioritized sectors from outside 

Fairfax City to locate headquarters 

or other operations within Fairfax 

City, and foster development and 

retention of homegrown businesses 

in Fairfax City. 
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Between 

$50k-$150k

BUSINESS 
ATTRACTION & 
DEVELOPMENT

Strategy

With expert knowledge of industry 

needs and an understanding of the 

unique ecosystem of land uses in and 

envisioned for a certain Fairfax City 

area/district, the EDO should expand 

efforts to encourage firms from 

prioritized sectors from outside 

Fairfax City to locate headquarters 

or other operations within Fairfax 

City, and foster development and 

retention of homegrown businesses 

in Fairfax City. 

5.3
INITIATIVE: Continue and expand incentives for relocation of businesses to Fairfax City.

ACTIONS: Continue and market City Connected Grants for Business Move-In. Seek other, similar grants 
as ARPA office vacancy grant and market. Reinvent façade improvement program. Consider a tenant 
finish out program for businesses wishing to locate in Fairfax City. Coordinate with Real Estate 
Development & Reuse staff to understand costs associated with space improvement needs, and work 
with Market staff to advertise. Work with Marketing staff to inform prospective businesses of available 
incentives.

5.4
INITIATIVE: Continue regular support for/coordination with the MEC and other incubation efforts to 
encourage homegrown businesses develop and remain in Fairfax City.

ACTIONS: Develop with the MEC a comprehensive approach for ensuring a healthy business pipeline, 
adequate business incubation period, and graduation to a permanent location in Fairfax City. This will 
require reinstating a business graduation program and coordination with GMU for potential spin-offs.  
Coordinate with NovaLabs on local maker incubation that is outside of what is offered through GMU so 
that they are complimentary services to one another.

Below 

$50k

Recommendations

34

Immediate

(1 year)

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Businesses and Property Owners
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Real Estate Development & Reuse, Business Retention & Expansion, and 
Marketing Staff

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: GMU, MEC, and NOVALabs
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Operations Staff

Short Term

(1-2 years)
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Between 

$50k-$150k

BUSINESS 
ATTRACTION & 
DEVELOPMENT

Strategy

With expert knowledge of industry 

needs and an understanding of the 

unique ecosystem of land uses in and 

envisioned for a certain Fairfax City 

area/district, the EDO should expand 

efforts to encourage firms from 

prioritized sectors from outside 

Fairfax City to locate headquarters 

or other operations within Fairfax 

City, and foster development and 

retention of homegrown businesses 

in Fairfax City. 

5.5
INITIATIVE: Continue with at least one dedicated staff and consider adding industry focused staff as 
programs grow.

ACTIONS: Ensure the individual(s) assigned to these tasks has a background in specific industries and 
can speak to the needs of the industry from an insider's point of view.

Recommendations

35

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: N/A
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Operations Staff

Long Term

(3+ Years)
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6.1
INITIATIVE: Reassess what restaurant, retail, and office-based businesses need post-Pandemic to carry 
on successfully and/or expand within Fairfax City.

ACTIONS: Create and execute outreach (i.e. direct outreach, focus groups, regular meetings, surveys) to 
existing restaurant, retail, and office-based businesses/establishments to understand post-Pandemic 
needs for businesses of all sizes. Use results to inform future budget requests, focused grant 
opportunities, and planning related policies.

6.2
INITIATIVE: Prioritize Shop Local efforts that are proven most effective at increasing patronage.

ACTIONS: Develop an effectiveness strategy, including data collection method and measurement. Work 
with the Chamber, Business Associations, and other trusted partners for planning and implementation 
of existing shop local efforts, such as Small Business Saturday, Z Card, Golden Ticket Contest, Fairfax City 
Restaurant Week, Flex Card Program, and the OTF Crawl.

Below 

$50k

Recommendations

36

EXTENRLA PARTNERS: Existing tenants and business owners and Business Associations
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Operations and Marketing Staff

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Central Fairfax Chamber of Commerce, Business Associations, and other Trusted 
Partners
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Operations, Marketing, and Real Estate Development  & Reuse Staff

BUSINESS 
RETENTION & 
EXPANSION

Strategy

With clear understanding of the 

existing built fabric of Fairfax City and 

the needs of existing businesses to 

grow, the EDO should design 

systematic efforts to keep local 

businesses content at their present 

locations, or a new location within 

the city, which includes helping them 

cope with changing economic 

conditions and internal company 

problems and understanding their 

needs enough to communicate them to 

appropriate agencies/departments 

setting city-wide goals. 

Short Term

(1-2 years)

Between 

$50k-$150k

Short Term

(1-2 years)
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Between 

$50k-$150k

6.3
INITIATIVE: Discover expansion and site selection needs for targeted sectors, including Restaurants, 
Retail, Services, Maker, Industrial, Health/life sciences, Tech and other office use, and Government 
contractors.

ACTIONS: Perform targeted outreach to sector businesses to understand size of physical space needs, 
infrastructure improvements (public and private), parking and access needs, business management, etc. 
Use this information to inform incentives, grants, programs, and associated budget requests to facilitate 
business expansion.

Recommendations
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EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Existing tenants and business owners (locally and regionally), Business 
Associations, Central Fairfax Chamber of Commerce, NOVA EDA
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Operations and Marketing Staff

BUSINESS 
RETENTION & 
EXPANSION

Strategy

With clear understanding of the 

existing built fabric of Fairfax City and 

the needs of existing businesses to 

grow, the EDO should design 

systematic efforts to keep local 

businesses content at their present 

locations, or a new location within 

the city, which includes helping them 

cope with changing economic 

conditions and internal company 

problems and understanding their 

needs enough to communicate them to 

appropriate agencies/departments 

setting city-wide goals. 

Short Term

(1-2 years)

Case Study: Lehigh Valley Economic 

Development Corporation Life Sciences 

Microsite Project

Lehigh Valley, PA

Source: IEDC 2022 Excellence in Economic Development Awards

The Lehigh Valley Economic Development Corporation, located

in Bethlehem, PA, identified Life Sciences as a target industry

ripe for future growth based on the region’s existing assets and

characteristics. The microsite is intended to help promote the

region as a destination for life science and is used as part of the

LVEDC’s targeted industry recruitment efforts. The Microsite

was the Bronze winner of IEDC’s Internet and Digital Media

Awards in 2022.

https://www.lehighvalleypaworks.com/
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Between 

$50k-$150k

6.4
INITIATIVE: Continue and expand property improvement incentives to encourage business retention 
and expansion and develop a means by which equitable distribution is achieved.

ACTIONS: Continue administering City Connected Grants for Business Expansion. Coordinate with EDO 
staff to reinvent façade improvement program and to create a tenant finish out program for businesses 
wishing to expand physical space. Work with Marketing staff to inform existing businesses of available 
incentives.

Recommendations
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EXTERNAL PARTNERS: N/A
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Real Estate Development & Reuse and Business Attraction & 
Development Staff

Long Term

(3+ Years)

BUSINESS 
RETENTION & 
EXPANSION

Strategy

With clear understanding of the 

existing built fabric of Fairfax City and 

the needs of existing businesses to 

grow, the EDO should design 

systematic efforts to keep local 

businesses content at their present 

locations, or a new location within 

the city, which includes helping them 

cope with changing economic 

conditions and internal company 

problems and understanding their 

needs enough to communicate them to 

appropriate agencies/departments 

setting city-wide goals. 

Case Study: D.C. Awards $6.8 Million to Local 

Entrepreneurs and Small Businesses
Source: The Georgetowner

Mayor Muriel Bowser and D.C. Planning and Economic Development

awarded 47 small local businesses along designated Great Streets

corridors a total of $6.8 million in the May 26, 2022 round of grants. The

Great Streets Initiative, a capital improvement grant, invests in new and

existing retail storefronts; The Locally Made Manufacturing grant awards

small light manufacturing businesses and developers funding to support

capital or tenant improvements of commercial property along Great

Streets corridors; and The Neighborhood Prosperity Fund invests in the

non-residential spaces of mixed-use development projects in

underinvested communities to create jobs and amenities. Additionally,

the D.C. Department of Small and Local Business Development awarded

the Equity Impact Enterprise grant to District-based businesses, certified

small, resident-owned, and disadvantaged businesses for additional

COVID recovery relief for worker wages and salaries, insurance, rent,

utilities, inventory, supplies, marketing, operational costs, and others.

https://georgetowner.com/articles/2022/05/27/d-c-awards-additional-6-8-million-to-local-entrepreneurs-and-small-businesses/
https://georgetowner.com/articles/2022/05/27/d-c-awards-additional-6-8-million-to-local-entrepreneurs-and-small-businesses/
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Between 

$50k-$150k

6.5
INITIATIVE: Continue with at least one dedicated staff and consider adding industry focused staff as 
programs grow.

ACTIONS: Ensure the individual(s) assigned to these tasks has a background in specific industries and 
can speak to the needs of the industry from an insider’s point of view.

Recommendations
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EXTERNAL PARTNERS: N/A
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Operations Staff

Long Term

(3+ Years)

BUSINESS 
RETENTION & 
EXPANSION

Strategy

With clear understanding of the 

existing built fabric of Fairfax City and 

the needs of existing businesses to 

grow, the EDO should design 

systematic efforts to keep local 

businesses content at their present 

locations, or a new location within 

the city, which includes helping them 

cope with changing economic 

conditions and internal company 

problems and understanding their 

needs enough to communicate them to 

appropriate agencies/departments 

setting city-wide goals. 
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7.1
INITIATIVE: Embolden trusted groups to 
assume planning and implementation 
responsibilities and embrace the EDO's role of 
intermediary/support moving forward for the 
following existing efforts and events:

Holiday windows

StoryWalks

Fall Festival

Art installations

Performance space

Sunday Sessions

Rock the Block business activation area

Explore Fairfax City

GMU Homecoming

ACTIONS: Regularly meet with groups expressing leadership roles, like the Old Town Business 
Association and the Central Fairfax Chamber of Commerce, to coordinate on events in the EDO's 
capacity of intermediary and support. Create program materials outlining budget, schedule, 
process, and resources that enable them to take on a leadership role.

Recommendations

PLACE-BASED 
STRATEGIES

Strategy

Pivot from playing all roles required of 

place-based strategies to one of 

intermediary and support of partners in 

providing creative placemaking 

features and events for public and 

private spaces. 

Rock the Block! & 

Fall Festival
Source: Fairfax City Economic 

Development Office
40

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: OTFBA, Central Fairfax Chamber of Commerce, GMU, and other Trusted 
Partners 
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: EDO Marketing Staff and Fairfax City Parks and Recreation Department

Below 

$50k

Short Term

(1-2 years)
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To Be 

Determined

As 

Needed

Recommendations

PLACE-BASED 
STRATEGIES

Strategy

Pivot from playing all roles required of 

place-based strategies to one of 

intermediary and support of partners in 

providing creative placemaking 

features and events for public and 

private spaces. 

40

7.2
INITIATIVE: Consider place-based strategies inline with EDO goals, as needed and as resources.

ACTIONS: Place-based strategies unknown at this time may be identified in the future as a response to 
or as a proactive approach toward achieving timely city-wide economic development goals. Once 
determined by the Director as such, the place-based strategies should be prioritized accordingly. 

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: To Be Determined
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: To Be Determined
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8.1
INITIATIVE: Evaluate the need for and, where determined appropriate, support existing or the formation 
of a District Management Entity (DME), like business or merchants’ associations or similar steward. 

ACTIONS: Lead efforts in deciphering whether DME-type functions, like publicly accessible open space 
maintenance, curation, and programming, tenant management, and district-wide branding and 
marketing, would be helpful in elevating and maintaining Activity Centers as regionally significant 
destinations and for what primary industries. Lead the process for identifying interested parties to run a 
DME. If upon positive evaluation of the items above, the EDO should act as intermediary/support role to 
the DME once established.

Recommendations

41

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Property Owners and  Developers 
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: Fairfax City Community Development & Planning Staff

Short Term

(1-2 years)

SPECIAL INITIATIVES

Strategy

Focus increased, yet limited-time, 

efforts and resources on strategically 

important and high priority initiatives 

that advance city-wide economic 

development goals.

Northfax
Source: Streetsense

Below 

$50k
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Between 

$50k-$150k

8.2
INITIATIVE: Provide a case manager/liaison to applicants of large, catalytic redevelopment projects to 
serve as a resource while navigating the development approval process, including implementation of 
EDA funded incentives.

ACTIONS: As catalytic developments are identified and prioritized, amplify consistent EDO resources to 
the applicant team for the duration of the incentive package creation and development review and 
approval process. If, for example, a project qualifies for TIF or other large scale city partnership type 
incentives, the EDO and City Manager will be crucial participants in the parallel incentive and 
development processes to ensure timely and coordinated execution of often dependent approvals.

8.3
INITIATIVE: Add special projects/initiatives, as needed and as resources allow.

ACTIONS: Special projects and/or initiatives unknown at this time may be identified in the future as a 
response to or as a proactive approach toward achieving timely city-wide economic development goals. 
Once determined by the Director as such, the special initiative should be prioritized for a known 
duration of time. 

Recommendations

42

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: Property Owners and Developers 
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: Fairfax City Community Development & Planning Staff

EXTERNAL PARTNERS: To Be Determined
SUPPORTING CITY STAFF: To Be Determined

Short Term

(1-2 years)

SPECIAL INITIATIVES

Strategy

Focus increased, yet limited-time, 

efforts and resources on strategically 

important and high priority initiatives 

that advance city-wide economic 

development goals.

To Be 

Determined

As 

Needed
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